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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel decentralized control under price update mechanism for 
large populations of plug-in electric vehicles(PEVs). We use the PEVs as decentralized power 
suppliers to supply frequency and voltage amplitude adjustment services to the grid. In the price 
update mechanism,  the  PEVs don’t need to submit price and maximum power they can be supplied 
to the grid. For the grid price, the PEVs can make allocation policy decision according to their cost 
functions and battery capacity. Then the grid update the price by all the PEVs’ allocations. Finally we 
choose the allocation when the price dose not change as the optimal one.  The simulation results 
indicate that the allocations of the price update mechanism converge to the centralized control result. 

Introduction 
Along with the pollution of the environment and the consumption of non-renewable resources, 

plug-in electric vehicles are beginning to compete with the conventional petroleum- combustion 
vehicles and achieve a high speed development. The attendant problem is that a large population of 
PEVs into grid will make significant impact on the electric grid. The disorderly charging control 
behavior of the PEVs is disadvantage to the power balance in the grid, even make a severe crash on 
power system.  

Many studies have been undertaken recently to research the potential impacts of large population 
of PEVs on the power grid [1], [2], [3], [4]. [5] mentions that PEVs will become one of the largest 
number of grid load in the future and analysis the impact of PEVs’  charging behavior at peak hours 
on the grid.  

 

 
Fig.1 the impact of the disordered PEVs charging on the grid 

The charging control of PEVs become more and more important. So much studies are done with 
charging control of the PEVs. A novel centralized charging control strategy for large populations of 
PEVs is developed in [6]. A novel decentralized charging control is developed in [7]. Both of the 
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centralized and decentralized control strategy achieve Nash equilibrium. [8] proposes a market 
uniform clearing price(MCP) mechanism to implement the charging problems of plug-in electric 
vehicles(PEVs) over a finite interval. [9] formulate a decentralized charging algorithm by emulating 
the charging pattern identified through linear programming optimization solutions, but it also only 
minimizes the generation costs and this algorithm requires many estimated data. 

Many research commitment to service the grid by using the PEVs as the decentralized power. In 
[10,11], the PEVs participate in secondary frequency regulation , finally both of the owners of PEVs 
and the grid get benefit. [12,13]presents that the PEVs’ active and reactive power could offer service 
to frequency and voltage regulation. [14] proposes a PSP auction mechanism and converge to a Nash 
equilibrium.  

In this paper, we propose a novel price update mechanism in the sense both of the system welfare 
and the PEVs welfare. We control the PEVs charging and discharging behaviors under this 
mechanism to achieve the purpose of frequency and voltage regulation. By this mechanism, the each 
PEV user could make the allocation according to the demand power and the PEV’s cost function. 
Then the grid collect all the PEV users’ allocations and update the electric power price. This process 
will continue until the price doesn’t change. Then this price and  allocations are the optimal result for 
the system.  

The paper is organized as follows. 
In section 2, we formulate a class of V2G coordination problems for frequency and voltage 

regulation. 
In section 3, we propose a decentralized control method under price update mechanism. 
In section 4, we prove that the allocations of decentralized control under price update mechanism 

converge to centralized control result. 
In section 5, we illustrate the decentralized control strategies under price update mechanism could 

converge to centralized results with numerical examples. 
In section 6, we present our conclusion about our proposed decentralized control under price 

update mechanism. 

Formulation of frequency and voltage regulation 
In [12,13], we know that the frequency and voltage can be adjusted by active and reactive power. 

We donate P and Q  as the demand active and reactive power, such that(see in [15]) 
• 0P >  indicates that the supply of active power is higher than the demand of active power in the 

grid;• 0P <  indicates that the supply of active power is lower than the demand of active power in the 
grid;• 0Q > indicates that the grid requires compensation of capacitive reactive power; 

• 0Q < indicates that the grid requires compensation of inductive reactive power. 
For demonstration simplicity, in this paper we study the V2G coordination in case 0P >  and 

0Q > . 
We donate  as the collection of PEVs which participate in the frequency and voltage regulation. 

Let nPu and nQu  indicate the active power and reactive power of PEV n . As we consider above,  we 
have 

, 0nP nQu u >                                                                                                                                      (1)  
for all n∈ , i.e. each PEV charges and operates as a capacitive load.    
We consider the following nominal apparent power constraint for PEV n  

2 2 2 max2
nP nQ n nu u S S+ = ≤                                                                                                                       (2) 

where  max
nS  donates the maximum apparent power of the charger PEV n . 

For active power, we consider a maximum charging rate constraint such that  
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max
max 0min , ( )n

nP nP n nu u SOC SOC
T

γ Γ ≤ − ∆ 
                                                                                        (3) 

where nγ  donates a safe maximum charging rate, maxSOC  and minSOC  represent the minimum 
and maximum state of charge (SOC) of PEVs, 0nSOC  represents the initial SOC value of PEV n , nΓ  
donates the battery energy capacity of PEV n  and T∆  indicates the length of service. 

Let ( , )nP nQu u≡nu  if nu  satisfies the constraints (1)-(3). We donate 0( , )n ng SOCnu  as the local 
cost function of PEV n  and we have 

0 0 0( , ) ( , ) ( , )n n nP nP n nQ nQ ng SOC g u SOC g u SOC= +nu                                                                           (4) 
where 0( , )nP nP ng u SOC  and 0( , )nQ nQ ng u SOC  represent the battery  cost subject to the charging 

rates nPu  and nQu . 
We donate ( , )sP sQu u≡su  as the aggregated strategies of V2G coordination. We have 

1

N

sP nP
n

u u
=

=∑ , 
1

N

sQ nQ
n

u u
=

=∑                                                                                                                       (5) 

We define a value function of the grid related to su , donate by ( ; ,Q)sv Psu , such that 

( ; , ) ( ; ) ( ; )s sP sP sQ sQv P Q v u P v u Q+su                                                                                                 (6)  
where ( ; )sP sPv u P  and ( ; )sQ sQv u Q  indicate the grid valuation subject to sPu  and sQu . 
For notational simplicity, we may consider 0( ) ( , )n n ng g SOC≡n nu u , 0( ) ( , )nP nP nP nP ng u g u SOC≡ , 

0( ) ( , )nQ nQ nQ nQ ng u g u SOC≡ , ( ) ( ; , )s sv v P Q≡s su u , ( ) ( ; )sP sP sP sPv u v u P≡  and ( ) ( ;Q)sQ sQ sQ sQv u v u≡ . 
Let  denote the collection of power grid strategies and admissible PEV coordination allocations, 

denoted by ( , ; )n≡ ∈s nu u u , if nu satisfies (1)–(3). 
From (4)-(6), we donate the system valuation function as follows: 

1
( ) ( ) ( )

N

s n
n

J v g
=

−∑ s nu u u                                                                                                                     (7) 

We also donate the utility function of PEV ( )n n∈ , such that 

( ) ( )n nP P nQ Q nf u p u p g+ −n nu u                                                                                                            (8) 
where Pp  and Qp  indicate the active power price and the reactive power price. 
In this paper, we consider the following assumptions: 
(A1) ( )sP sPv u  and ( )sQ sQv u  are strictly increasing and concave on sPu and sQu , respectively; 
(A2) ( )nP nPg u and ( )nQ nQg u , with n∈ , are strictly increasing and convex on nPu  and nQu , 

respectively. 

Price update mechanism 
One of the most important part of price update mechanism is the price update formula, such that 

ˆ ˆ( ( ; ) )P P P s sP Pp p v u P pη ′= + −                                                                                                                (9-a) 

ˆ ˆ( ( ; ) )Q Q Q s sQ Qp p v u Q pη ′= + −                                                                                                          (9-b) 
where , (0,1)P Qη η ∈ . 
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PEV n ( n∈ ) could calculate the optimal allocation for each price ( ,P Qp p ). To maximum the 
utility function of PEV n , we can get the efficient strategies  . Let ˆnu  donate the efficient 
allocation, i.e. 

,
ˆ arg max ( )n n

n u
f

∈ ∈
= nu u

 
                                                                                                                              (10) 

From (9) and (10), we can update the price and get the new allocations. 
Then we donate Pε  and Qε  as price deviation, such that 

ˆ| |P P Pp pε = −                                                                                                                                    (11-a) 

ˆ| |Q Q Qp pε = −                                                                                                                                   (11-b) 
Let a very small positive number stopε  donate the end signal. The update process will be end when 

P stopε ε≤  and Q stopε ε≤ . 

The final allocations should be written as * *( , )nP nQu u≡*
nu , * * *( , )P Qp p p≡ , such that 

*

,
arg max ( )n n
n u

f
∈ ∈

= nu u
 

                                                                                                                        (12-a) 

* *( )P sP sPp v u′=                                                                                                                                   (12-b) 

* *( )Q sQ sQp v u′=                                                                                                                                     (12-c) 

The efficient optimal strategies 
The price update mechanism is a decentralized control method and the allocations under this 

mechanism are the optimal strategies of the PEVs. We should prove that the strategies are also  
optimal for the system. 

 Let **u donate the optimal allocations of the system, i.e. 

** arg max ( )
u

J
∈

=u u


                                                                                                                            (13) 

Lemma 1. The optimal allocations under price update mechanism *
nu  must satisfy (13). 

Proof. The Lagrangian function for the  optimization problems (12) subject to (1)-(3) is specified 
as below 

max2 2 2( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )nP nQ n nP n nP nS n nP nQL f a u S u uλ λ λ λ′ ′ ′ ′= + − + − −n nu u                                                            (14) 
with ( , )nP nQu u≡nu ,where nPλ′  is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the active power 

constraint of PEV n, nSλ′  is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the apparent power constraint. 
The following, together with the equality constraint (5), are the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) 

conditions for the constrained optimisation problems given in (12): 

0)2)((,0,02)( ******** =′−′−′−≥≤′−′−′− nPnSnPnPnPPnPnPnPnSnPnPnPP uugpuuuugp λλλλ                         (15-a) 

0)2)((,0,02)( ******** =′−′−≥≤′−− nQnSnQnQQnQnQnQnSnQnQQ uugpuuuugp λλ                                       (15-b) 

0)(,0, ** =−′≥′≤ nPnnPnPnnP uaau λλ                                                                                                    (15-c) 
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0)(,0, 2*2*2max2max2*2* =−−′≥′≤+ nQnPnnSnSnnQnP uuSSuu λλ                                                                      (15-d) 
The Lagrangian function for the  optimization problems (13) subject to (1)-(3) is specified as below 

max2 2 2

1 1 1

1

( , ; , ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )

( )

N N N

s n nP n nP nS n nP nQ P nP sP
n n n

N

Q nQ sQ
n

L u u J u a u S u u u u

u u

λ m λ λ m

m

= = =

=

= + − + − + + − +

−

∑ ∑ ∑

∑
             

(16) 
The following, together with the equality constraint (5), are the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) 

conditions for the constrained optimisation problems given in (13): 

0))((,0,0)( ********** =−′≥≤−′ PsPsPsPsPPsPsP uvuuuv mm                                                                           (17-a) 

0))((,0,0)( ********** =−′≥≤−′ QsQsQsQsQQsQsQ uvuuuv mm                                                                          (17-b) 

0)2)((,0,02)( ****************** =−++′≥≥−++′ PnPnPnSnPnPnPnPPnPnPnSnPnP uuguuuug mλλmλλ                         (17-c) 

0)2)((,0,02)( **************** =−+′≥≥−+′ QnQnSnQnQnQnQQnQnSnQnQ uuguuuug mλmλ                                        (17-d) 

0)(,0, 2**2**2max**max2**2** 2

=−−≥≤+ nQnPnnSnSnnQnP uuSSuu λλ                                                                (17-e) 

0)(,0, ****** =−≥≤ nPnnPnPnnP uaau λλ                                                                                             (17-f) 
We should improve that (15) and (17) have the same solution. 
Assuming (A1) and (A2), the underlying regulation problems are convex optimisation problems; 

Hence, the necessary KKT conditions are also sufficient for the optimality of the optimisation 
problems (12) and (13) (see in [16]). Thus, both of them have unique solution and they are 
characterised by their KKT conditions specified in (15) and (17) together with the equality constraint 
(5). 

Then we can solve KKT functions (15) and get the nu  expressions subject to Pp  and Qp . 

In case 0* =Pp  and * 0Qp ≥ , we have 0* =nPu  and max1** )]([ nQnQnQ Spgu ≤′= − ; 

In case 0* =Qp  and  * max0 ( )P nP nPp g u′≤ <  , we have * * 1 max[ ( )]nP nP P nPu g p u−′= < , 0* =nQu ; 

In case 0* =Qp  and * max( )P nP nPp g u′≥ , we have * max
nP nPu u= , 0* =nQu ; 

In case )(0 max*
nPnPP ugp ′<<  and 0* >Qp , we have  

(i) 1** )]([ −′= PnPnP pgu , 1** )]([ −′= QnQnQ pgu  if 2max2*2*
nnQnP Suu <+ ; 

(ii) If the solution of (i) has constraint * 2 * 2 max2
nP nQ nu u S+ = , we could get nu  from equations such that 










=+

=′−′−

=′−′−

2max2*2*

***

***

02)(
02)(

nnQnP

nQnSnQnQQ

nPnSnPnPP

Suu

uugp
uugp

λ

λ

  ; 

In case * max( )P nP nPp g u′≥  and 0* >Qp , we have 

(i) max*
nPnP uu =  and 1** )]([ −′= QnQnQ pgu  if 2max2*2*

nnQnP Suu <+ ; 
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(ii) max*
nPnP uu =  and 2max2max*

nPnnQ uSu −=  if * 2 * 2 max2
nP nQ nu u S+ = . 

The solutions of KKT conditions (17) are same to (15), lemma 1 is proved.  
Before Lemma 2, we specify some notions below: 

1inf [ ( ; ) ( ; )]P sP sP sP sPv u P v u Pκ ε
ε

 ′ ′= + − 
 

                                                                                    (18-a) 

1inf inf [ ( ) ( )]P nP nP nP nPg u g un ε
ε

  ′ ′= + −  
  

                                                                                (18-b) 

1inf [ ( ; ) ( ; )]Q sQ sQ sQ sQv u Q v u Qκ ε
ε

 ′ ′= + − 
 

                                                                                   (18-c) 

1inf inf [ ( ) ( )]Q nQ nQ nQ nQg u g un ε
ε

  ′ ′= + −  
  

                                                                                  (18-d) 

Lemma 2.  Suppose that )
||

2,0(
PP

P
P N κn

nη
+

∈  and )
||

2
,0(

QQ

Q
Q N κn

n
η

+
∈ , then the following 

asymptotic property holds: 
(k) *lim

k
p p

→∞
=  

Proof. To prove lemma 2 is equal to prove |||| )(*)1(* k
PP

k
PP pppp −<− +  and 

|||| )(*)1(* k
QQ

k
QQ pppp −<− + .  

We prove inequations in case *)(
P

k
P pp <  and *)(

Q
k

Q pp < , in case *)(
P

k
P pp <  and ( ) *k

Q Qp p> , in case 
( ) *k
P Pp p>  and *)(

Q
k

Q pp < , in case ( ) *k
P Pp p>  and ( ) *k

Q Qp p> . Here we take proof in one case. 

In case *)(
P

k
P pp <  and *)(

Q
k

Q pp < . 
According to allocation functions (15) and assuming (A1), (A2) we can donate parameters Pτ  and 

Qτ  as follows 

*)( );( PP
k

sPsP pPuv +=′ τ                                                                                                                     (19-a) 

*)( );( QQ
k

sQsQ pQuv +=′ τ                                                                                                                        (19-b) 
Together with (18), we have 

P

P
nP

k
nP uu

n
ψ

−≥ *)(                                                                                                                                          (20-a) 

Q

Q
nQ

k
nQ uu

n
ψ

−≥ *)(                                                                                                                                    (20-b) 

Donate )(* k
PPP pp −=ψ  and )(* k

QQQ pp −=ψ  and together with equation constraint (5), we can get 

*)(*
sP

k
sP

P

P
sP uuNu ≤≤−

n
ψ                                                                                                                      (21-a) 
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*)(*
sQ

k
sQ

Q

Q
sQ uu

N
u ≤≤−

n
ψ

                                                                                                                        (21-b) 

According to the characteristic of convex function );( Puv sPsP , we have 

);();( *)(* PNuvPuvp
P

P
sPsP

k
sPsPP n

ψ
−′≤′≤                                                                                                  (22) 

Together with (18), we can get 

P
P

P
P

k
sPsPP

NpPuvp ψ
n
κ ||);( *)(* +≤′≤                                                                                                (23) 

Together with (19), we have 

0,|| )(* >−=≤ k
PPPP

P

P
P ppN ψψ

n
κτ                                                                                               (24-a) 

and obtain 

 0,
|| )(* >−=≤ k

QQQQ
Q

Q
Q pp

N
ψψ

n
κ

τ                                                                                        (24-b) 

in the same way. 
From (9), we have 

));(( )()()()1( k
P

k
sPsPP

k
P

k
P pPuvpp −′=−+ η                                                                                            (25-a) 

));(( )()()()1( k
Q

k
sQsQQ

k
Q

k
Q pQuvpp −′=−+ η                                                                                            (25-b) 

Take (19) and (24) into (25) and together with target inequality, we can obtain the range of parameters 
as shown in lemma 2. 
In other cases, we can get the same range of the parameters. Then lemma 2 is proved. 

Numerical examples 
In this section, we give numerical examples to verify our algorithm. We study the V2G 

coordination problems with 1000N = , each of which possesses a battery with a capacity of 
10kWhnΓ = , the maximum apparent power max 25kWnS =  and the charging time 15minT∆ = . 

More specifically, it is considered that the referred fixed active power 6MWP = and reactive power 
5MVarQ = are required for the power grid.  

As studied in [17], the initial SOC value of distribution vehicles approximately satisfies a 
Gaussian distribution. The initial SOC values are denoted by { }0;nSOC n∈  and approximately 

satisfy a Gaussian distribution 2( , )N m δ ,  where 0.4m =  and 0.1δ = .We also consider that 

min 10%SOC =  and max 90%SOC = . 
Based upon the given specifications, we can specify the constraints of (1)–(3) for each individual 

PEV. We consider the cost functions of PEV n  as 2( ) 33nP nP nP ng u u SOC=  and 
2( ) 30nQ nQ nQ ng u u SOC= , which are strictly convex and increasing. Then we consider  the valuation 

function of the power grid as 2( ) 0.1( )sP sP sPv u u P= − −  and 2( ) 0.09( )sQ sQ sQv u u Q= − − , which are 
strictly concave and increasing. 

Under these data,  we can calculate the range of price update parameters such that, (0,0.2)Pη ∈  
and (0,0.2)Qη ∈   
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solve the optimal problem shown as (13) and get the centralized results, i.e. 

** **( , ) (5.30MW, 4.30MVar)sP sQu u= =**
su     

The decentralized results under price update mechanism are shown as follows 
(i) case in 0.1, 0.1P Qη η= =  

 
Figure 2 The allocation under price update mechanism when 0.1, 0.1P Qη η= =  

(ii) case in 0.2, 0.2P Qη η= =  

 
Figure 3 The allocation under price update mechanism when 0.2, 0.2P Qη η= =  

(iii) case in 0.4, 0.4P Qη η= = , we can’t get the results because Pη  and Qη  out of  the range defined in 
lemma 2. 

From this numerical example, we can verify lemma 1 and lemma 2. When the price update parameters satisfy 

)
||

2,0(
PP

P
P N κn

nη
+

∈  and )
||

2
,0(

QQ

Q
Q N κn

n
η

+
∈ , the decentralized control allocations under price 

update mechanism could converge to centralized control results. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduce a coordination problem of V2G to regulate the frequency and voltage 

and  
develop a decentralized control method under price update mechanism. The solutions of this 

decentralized control method could converge to solutions of centralized control.  
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